Update summarization aims at automatically producing a summary for a collection of texts for a reader that has already read some previous texts about the subject of interest. It is a challenging task, since it not only brings the demands from the summarization area (as producing informative, coherent, and cohesive summaries) but also includes the issue of finding relevant new/updated content. In this paper, we report a comprehensive investigation of update summarization methods for the Portuguese language, for which there are few initiatives. We also propose new methods that combine some summarization strategies and enrich a traditional method with linguistic knowledge (subtopics), producing better results and advancing the state of the art. More than this, we present a reference dataset for Portuguese, so far inexistent, and establish an experiment setup in the area in order to foster future research. To confirm some of our summarization results, we run experiments in a well-known benchmark dataset for English language and show that our methods still do well.
Introduction
Text summarization aims at producing a summary from one or more related (source) texts/documents. In this research field, the more recent and specific task of update summarization (US) focuses on the production of a summary under the assumption that the reader has some previous knowledge about the subject of the texts. It is useful when the reader has already read some material and is looking for new and relevant information about some fact or event, being appropriate to handle the current web environment with the incredible amount of data and new content that is very quickly produced in many different sources.
As illustrations, Figs. 1 and 2 show a regular (generic) summary and an update summary with no more than 100 words, respectively (in Portuguese, which is the original language). The summaries were produced from the same text collection, and, in the case of the update summary, it was supposed that the reader had read another *Correspondence: fasevedo@icmc.usp.br University of São Paulo, Av. Trabalhador São-carlense, 400, 13566-590 São Carlos, Brazil text collection on the same subject. The source material is about a change of positions in the National Agency of Civil Aviation in Brazil (ANAC). One may see that they are different, as they serve to different purposes.
There are several challenges that the US task must face. As it usually happens in the area, it must produce informative, coherent, and cohesive summaries, dealing with the multi-document phenomena (as the occurrence of redundant, contradictory, and complementary information in the texts) and temporally ordering the events and facts, among many others. The area also brings new challenges, as modeling the user previous knowledge (which is generally represented by the collection of texts that was previously read by the user) and finding relevant new information to compose the summary.
The US task was introduced in an evaluation track at the Document Understand Conference (DUC 1 ) in 2007 and was present in some editions of the Text Analysis Conferences (TAC 2 , in a new incarnation of DUC conferences). In DUC 2007, each test set had three text collections, named A, B, and C, which were sorted by their respective timestamps. A summary with no more than 100 tokens (whitespace tokenized) should be produced for each one of them, considering that, for a collection i, it was assumed that the reader knew the previous ones [1] . For instance, it was assumed that the reader had read the A and B collections (with the "old" texts) when automatically producing a summary for the collection C (with the "new" texts). The only exception was for the summarization of the collection A, in which the produced summary should not be an update summary (as the reader had no previous knowledge). In the more recent TAC conferences, the task was simplified and only two text collections were used in each test set.
Distinct approaches have been proposed in the area, as methods based on positional features, content ranking, graphs, and topic models. Most of them are for the English language. For Portuguese, there are many investigations on the traditional summarization tasks (see, e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ), but, to the best of our knowledge, there is only one previous effort in the US field, which is a preliminary work conducted by the authors of this paper [15] .
In this paper, we report our efforts on building the US area from scratch for the Portuguese language. We start by detailing our comprehensive investigation of some of the main US methods (from distinct approaches) for Portuguese, adapting and evaluating them. We then propose two new methods. One is an alternative version of one of the best methods in the literature, introducing linguistic knowledge (subtopics), which outperforms the original method. The other one is a combined method that merges the summarization strategies of some other methods, achieving the best results and advancing the state of the art. To conclude so, we assemble a reference dataset (inexistent, so far) and establish an experimental environment in order to evaluate the methods, which we also report here. Finally, to confirm our results, we run experiments for English, using a reference dataset in the area.
This paper is organized in the following sections: we introduce the basic concepts in the summarization area and describe the main related work in the "Basic concepts in summarization" and "Related work" sections; our extended and new methods are presented in the "The new methods" section; we introduce the datasets that were used in this paper in the "Datasets" section; the experimental setup and the evaluation results are reported in the "Experiments and results" section; and we present some conclusions and final remarks in the "Final remarks" section.
Basic concepts in summarization
Overall, text summarization follows a generic three-step process, as synthesized in [16] : analysis, transformation, and synthesis. The analysis step is in charge of interpreting the source texts to summarize, producing a internal "computational" content representation. The transformation step is where the main summarization operations usually happen: it performs content selection to produce an internal representation of the summary, most of the times adopting some kind of sentence representation and some sentence ranking function to select the relevant sentences to compose the summary. Finally, in the synthesis step, the output summary is produced from the summary internal representation, observing the specified compression rate, which indicates the size of the summary (usually in number of words). Producing extractive or abstractive summaries presents different demands for each step. The summarization area has traditionally put more efforts on the content selection phase, focusing on producing extractive summaries. The area started with the single document summarization task and evolved to more sophisticated initiatives, as multi-document summarization, including dealing with e-mails, scientific articles, dialogs, speech, and several other media, as discussed in [17] . The update summarization appeared as a type of the multi-document approach and gained a lot of attention due to its usefulness in the current information overload situation that we face nowadays.
As discussed in [16, 18] , to do summarization, or, in more general terms, to produce any natural language processing (NLP) application, requires dealing with linguistic knowledge of varied levels, including, e.g., processing words and their morphology, syntax, semantics, and discourse. Discourse, in particular, has traditionally been investigated for Portuguese summarization (see, e.g., [13, 14, 19, 20] ), including discourse relations (as predicted by the rhetorical structure theory-RST [21] and cross-document structure theory-CST [22] ) and topics/subtopics. Subtopics are of special interest in this work and are introduced in more details in "The new methods" section when we present one of the methods that we test.
In what follows, we briefly describe the main related work in the US area.
Related work
Researchers have been proposing distinct approaches to produce update summaries. Below, we will present the most representative methods from the different approaches, from the simplest to the more complex ones, and their advantages and disadvantages.
Reeve and Han, and Varma et al. [23, 24] propose methods that rank the source sentences based on lexical features to identify clues of updated content. Reeve and Han [23] assume that a good summary must have a word distribution similar to its source texts, and it also shows that the frequencies of words in the old texts may be used to estimate how much outdated the sentences in the new texts are. Varma et al. [24] propose the NoveltyFactor method, which scores the sentences based on the vocabulary differences among old and new texts using the following equation:
where s is a sentence, w is a word, and D • is a collection of • (new or old) documents. As we may see, a sentence s receives a high score when its words occur more times in the texts of a new collection than in an old one.
Nóbrega et al., Katragadda et al., and Ouyang et al. [10, 25, 26] use positional features, and their results show that this kind of data is better to find salient information than updated information. Katragadda et al. [25] produce summaries based on the optimal position policy (OPP) rank, which estimates how much relevant a sentence is by its respective position in the text. The authors built the OPP rank by the analysis of the distribution of elementary discourse units (EDUs), as defined in the pyramid evaluation method [27] , for each sentence position in the DUC 2007 dataset. Once the OPP rank is produced, it may be used as a scoring function for the sentences in order to produce the summaries. As it was expected, the selection of first sentences usually produces better results. The authors have referenced this method as a more robust baseline for update summarization. Nóbrega et al. [10] replicate the experiments with OPP rank for Portuguese language in the CSTNews corpus ( [28, 29] ). However, the authors use two different information instead of EDUs in order to build the positional rank: the frequencies of words and manually identified sentential alignments among sentences from summaries and their respective source texts in the corpus [30] . It is important to say that word frequency has been used in a lot of summarization researches and it is very useful to find salient information [31] . Nóbrega et al. [10] shows that the use of sentential alignments produces better results than frequencies of words because they result in a more sophisticated way to identify the content from source texts that was selected to the summary. Ouyang et al. [26] show experiments with many positional features of sentences and words, which are based on the idea that the most relevant content occurs first in texts. Thus, their ranking functions decrease the score of a sentence or a word according to their distance to the respective first instance (sentence or word). It is an interesting method because it assumes relevance for first occurrences of words, which may be in other parts of the texts, and it is not limited to the first sentences. They have presented four different positional functions, where n is the number of sentences in the document and i is the position of the sentence that will be ranked, as follows:
The methods above are simple and fast methods to rank sentences, but they adopt oversimplified text representations that do not identify the information flow among old and new texts in order to find updated content. Reeve and Han, and Varma et al. [23, 24] analyzed this information, but in a superficial way.
Steinberger and Ježek [32] propose a method based on the differences among LSA (latent semantic analysis) [33] topics from old and new texts. Each topic is scored by the subtraction of its weight in old and new texts. Thus, a topic gets a high score if it is more relevant in new texts than others. Iteratively, the best weighted sentence from the topic with the highest score is selected to the summary, and the weights are recalculated.
Huang and He, and Li et al. [34, 35] associate labels (four and three labels, respectively) for LDA (latent Dirichlet allocation) topics based on their weights in the old and new texts. As an example, [34] defines the following topics: emergent (topics present only in new texts); active (topics present on both collections, but more relevant in new texts); not active (topics more relevant in old texts); and extinct (topics present only in old texts). These methods use different features in order to select the sentences for the summary. Huang and He [34] use word frequencies and [35] apply the maximal marginal relevance (MMR) [36] approach, which assumes that a good sentence must be similar to a target and dissimilar to another one, as the new and old texts, respectively. Both first select the sentences related to the topics with higher weights in the new texts.
Delort and Alfonseca [37] show a method based on probabilistic topic models, called DualSum. Each text in this approach is represented by a bag of words, and each word is associated with a latent topic similar to the LDA model. DualSum, which has a procedure similar to the TopicSum system [38] , learns a distribution of topics that are organized into the following categories: general topic, which works as a language model in order to identify irrelevant information; topics for collections A and B, in which they represent the subjects that are more present in the old and new texts, respectively; and document specific topics. After this learning step, DualSum finds an output update summary with topics closest to a target distribution, which is based on the intuition that a good summary may be more similar to its respective texts in the collection B. At this point, it is also important to comment on how DualSum and also other summarization methods compare distributions. One of the most used metrics for comparing distributions is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (see., e.g., [7, [38] [39] [40] [41] ), which is usually referred by KLSum strategy when applied as a sentence ranking function in summarization. We introduce in more details such strategy in the next section, as we have extended it for our tests on update summarization.
Methods based on graph models have been widely investigated in automatic summarization (see, e.g., [8, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] ). To the best of our knowledge, in the context of US, the most expressive results were reached by the positive and negative reinforcement (PNR 2 ) system [47] . PNR 2 uses a graph for text modeling, in which each node indicates a sentence and each edge between two sentences is weighted by their Cosine similarity [48] . In PNR 2 , given a graph that represents a text collection, its procedure runs an optimization algorithm in which the sentences share scores among themselves based on their similarities with positive and negative reinforcements. A positive reinforcement occurs only among sentences from the same text set, and it is represented by a positive β parameter in the algorithm. On the other hand, a negative relation occurs among sentences from different sets and it is indicated by a negative α parameter. This way, a sentence receives a more positive score if it is more similar to sentences from new texts. In the experiments reported in [47] , PNR 2 outperforms the PageRank [49] algorithm, which the authors have also experimented for the US task.
Some other recent initiatives tried to use integer linear programming to combine relevant summarization features and to properly deal with redundancy treatment in the summarization process (see, e.g., [50, 51] ), producing competitive results in the area. There are also some attempts to use US for specific situations, as to follow the news about human tragedies and disasters [52] . This kind of application seems a natural way to follow in the area.
All the previous efforts focused on the English language. To the best of our knowledge, the only previous work for Portuguese is our preliminary effort reported on [15] , where we have tested some US methods. This paper builds upon this previous initiative by reporting new summarization strategies and their cross-lingual evaluation, which we start detailing in the next section.
The new methods
Besides the methods that we briefly described in the previous section, we have also tested two more methods, which we introduce in what follows.
An enriched version of KLSum: introducing subtopics
Hearst and Koch [53, 54] define a textual topic as the main subject or theme in a text, and this topic may be divided into minor portions, its subtopics, which contribute to the main topic. Therefore, the subtopics in a text are the components of its main subject 4 .
A subtopic may be expressed by a coherent textual portion with one or more sentences in a row in a text. Thus, we may handle the identification of subtopics as a text segmentation task, in which each identified segment is a subtopic. For instance, Table 1 shows a text from the CSTNews corpus [29] with its subtopics separated by horizontal lines. In this example, we may see a text about an airplane crash segmented into three subtopics: sentences from 1 to 5; sentence 6; and sentence 7. The first subtopic is about the accident itself, while the others present more details about the airplane and its crew, respectively.
To automatically segment texts into their subtopics, several approaches were proposed in the literature (see, e.g., [53, 55, 56] ). Of special interest to us is the TextTiling algorithm [53] . Basically, TextTiling analyzes each sentence pair (following the reading flow) in order to identify significant vocabulary changes that may indicate [S2] The victims of the accident were 14 passengers and three crew members.
[S3] Everyone died when the plane, hampered by the bad weather, failed to reach the runway and crashed in a forest that was 15 kilometers from the airport in Bukavu.
[S4] The plane exploded and caught fire, said the UN spokesman in Kinshasa, Jean-Tobias Okala.
[S5] "There were no survivors", said Okala.
[S6] The spokesman said the plane, a Soviet Antonov-28, of Ukrainian manufacturing and under ownership of the Trasept Congo, a Congolese company, also took a mineral load.
[S7] According to airport sources, the crew members were Russian.
subtopic boundaries. It has a good performance and is among the most used ones in the area. Such strategy was recently adapted for the Portuguese language, as reported by [57, 58] , also performing well. Some other strategies for this language do exist, as the one that correlates discourse structure (following the RST model) with subtopic changes in a text [59] , but they are more expensive and of less general application than the previous one.
Since subtopics have recently shown to be very useful in summarization (see, e.g., [13, 14] ), producing better results, we have opted to explore this specific linguistic knowledge for US. We have included subtopics into the KLSum strategy, which is used by several summarization systems, as already commented in the previous section. For clear reference, our subtopic-enriched version of KLSum is named KLSum-Sub.
The systems based on the KLSum approach learn a target distribution T of content unities from the text collections, aiming to produce summaries with distributions S that are closer to T, using the KL divergence. Once the distribution T is learned, the KL formulation may be used in order to select a subset of sentences that minimizes the divergence between the distributions S and T, as we may see in the equation below, where τ is a smoothing factor that is frequently used in order to avoid undefined values.
To avoid the computational time to produce the summary that minimize the KL divergence, the summarization methods based on KLSum frequently use a greedy algorithm, in which the systems interactively pick the sentence that produces the summary closest to the learned distribution of words (see, e.g., [7, 37, 38, 41] ).
For the KLSum-Sub, we have assumed that the subtopics in a text collection show the proportion of different ideas that occur in it. Thus, the KLSum-Sub approach aims to produce summaries with the sentences that better represent the different ideas that also occur in the text collection. To do so, we have changed the KLSum formulation in order to analyze the distribution of words over the subtopics in a text collection. Thus, for each word w ∈ V , we have defined pT(w) as the probability of w to occur in the subtopics of a text collection, as below, where c j is a subtopic, and Sub is the set of all subtopics in the text collection:
During our experiments, for subtopic segmentation, we have adopted the previously cited TextTiling algorithm [53] , as it is available for both English and Portuguese languages and shows good results.
A combined method
As we may see in the related work section, there are many and distinct approaches for US, in which varied processes and information are used in order to identify the most relevant content that must be included in a summary. Under the assumption that these variations may contain different clues to the relevance of sentences, we may take advantage of a combined method that takes into consideration the answers of the corresponding methods to determine which sentences to select to the summary. For that, we simply sum up the resulting (normalized 5 ) sentence scores produced by all the methods (excepting DualSum), and the highest scored sentences are selected to compose the summary.
We did not include DualSum in the combined method because it is a more complex and expensive method that already (indirectly) incorporates many of the relevance clues of the other methods. More than this, we are interested on testing the power of the combination of such clues for US.
Datasets
We performed experiments over two distinct datasets for the US task, the CSTNews-Update and the TAC 2009 datasets. The first one, the CSTNews-Update, is a distinct arrangement of the CSTNews corpus [28, 29] , which has been used for many investigations on Automatic Summarization for Portuguese (see, e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ). We propose such arrangement here to be a reference corpus to train and test US methods for Portuguese. The TAC 2009 dataset was used in one of the US tracks of the Text Analysis Conference, containing collections with news texts in English. It is widely used in the area, being considered a benchmark. We use it in this paper to confirm the main results that we achieve.
We detail each of the datasets in the following subsections.
The dataset for Portuguese: CSTNews-Update
CSTNews-Update is a different arrangement of the CSTNews corpus [28, 29] , which has 140 news texts organized in 50 text clusters. Each cluster has two or three related texts that were collected from mainstream news agencies in Brazil, being labeled into one of the following categories: daily news, world news, sports, economy, politics, and science. The texts span a time period from August to September 2007. In general, CSTNews counts with 2088 sentences (15 sentences per text, in average) and 47,240 words (337 sentences per text, in average).
In a similar way to the datasets for US that were used in the TAC conferences, each cluster in CSTNews-Update has two collections, A (old) and B (new), that are also chronologically sorted. The idea is to produce an update summary from the second collection under the assumption that the reader has already read the texts in the first one.
We have defined 59 distinct clusters for the CSTNewsUpdate by using two different strategies: intra-cluster and inter-cluster approaches. For each one of them, we have followed the directions of those used in the datasets of DUC and TAC.
In the intra-cluster approach, we have picked all the clusters with three texts (in a total of 40) from CSTNews and then, for each cluster, we have labeled the oldest text as the collection A and the others as the collection B. In the inter-cluster procedure, we manually identified pairs of different clusters from CSTNews with similar subjects (in a total of 19) , in which, for each resulting set, the cluster with the oldest texts was considered the collection A and the other one as the collection B. Here, it is important to notice that the same cluster in CSTNews may be used in the two approaches. For instance, a cluster with three texts (that is valid to be used in the intra-cluster approach) may also be paired with another cluster and labeled as collection A or B in the inter-cluster approach. This strategy for rearranging the clusters of CSTNews to build the CSTNews-Update corpus is schematically shown in Fig. 3 .
All the resulting clusters have two or more texts in the B collections. This way, all update summaries produced using this dataset are multi-document, therefore. Overall, CSTNews-Update has 3320 sentences, 49,449 words, and 225 texts (95 that were labeled as A and 130 as B texts).
An interesting feature of CSTNews-Update is its different timestamp distances (from seconds to days) among the texts in the collections A and B for each cluster. This feature may model cases of real world, in which the users may read sequential texts that have low timestamp differences and also read others that have huge differences.
As expected, the timestamp differences among documents are low in the intra-cluster collections and huge in the inter-cluster ones. The maximal difference is approximately 216 h and the average difference is 175.51 h. Thus, CSTNews-Update enables investigations about the impact of the published time of documents to find updated and new information. However, it is expected that, in the clusters with higher timestamp distances among its collections A and B, the identification of the most relevant updated content is harder because there are probably more different information among the texts.
The dataset for English: TAC 2009
The TAC 2009 dataset has 44 clusters. Each one of them is also organized into A and B collections and sorted by timestamps.
For each collection, A and B, there are 10 related news texts. Furthermore, for each one of them, there are four respective human summaries. For the B collection, the summaries are update summaries, as it is assumed that the user has already read the texts in A.
As pointed in the TAC webpage, the texts in the corpus come from the AQUAINT-2 collection of news articles, which is a subset of the LDC English Gigaword Third Edition 6 
Experiments and results
In order to evaluate the US methods, we have applied the ROUGE framework [60] , which is the most used evaluation approach in automatic summarization. ROUGE computes the number of n-grams in common among automatic and reference texts. Usually, in NLP area, a reference text is the "ideal" output that a system should produce. In summarization, it is common to use manually produced summaries as reference texts, to which the automatic summaries are compared in order to be evaluated. Such comparisons result in Precision, Recall and F-measure figures, being indicative of the informativeness of the automatic summaries: the closer to 1 the results are, the more informative the summaries are. Precision indicates the proportion of relevant n-grams in the automatic summary; recall indicates the proportion of relevant n-grams in the automatic summary in relation to the reference texts; and f -measure is a unique performance metric that combines the results of Precision and Recall. Relevant n-grams are those that occur in the reference texts. We show below the equations for these metrics. When two or more reference texts are used, a Jackknifing procedure is applied. Precision = number of relevant n − grams in the automatic summary number of n − grams in the automatic summary (3) Recall = number of relevant n − grams in the automatic summary number of n − grams in the reference text (4)
In addition to ROUGE, we have also employed the Nouveau-ROUGE method [61] , which is a different application of ROUGE with focus on the US task. This metric assumes that a good update summary must be informative and updated. Thus, initially, Nouveau-ROUGE computes two ROUGE scores, R (AB) and R (BB) , in which there are reference texts either from collection A or from collection B, respectively. After that, weights are used to combine R (AB) and R (BB) in order to approximate the results to those produced by the manual summarization evaluation approaches of Pyramid [27] and Responsiveness, resulting in correlated Precision, Recall and F-measure figures for both of them. In Pyramid evaluation, automatic summaries are scored by their content units (which usually are manually identified concepts represented by the occurring n-grams), which are weighted by the number of their occurrences in the reference texts. The more a content unit occurs, the better its associated weight is. Consequently, automatic summaries with better weighted content units are desired, since they probably are more informative summaries. Responsiveness, in turn, directly evaluates the "usefulness" of the automatic summaries, considering both their content and their linguistic quality. Pyramid and responsiveness evaluations are very relevant measures in the summarization area, but, as they require manual analysis of the texts, they usually are complementary performance indicators for the ROUGE values.
One final relevant issue about ROUGE and its related measures is the way that the achieved results must be interpreted. As its author argues, ROUGE is good at comparing automatic summaries, being almost as good as humans in ranking different summaries according to their informativeness. Therefore, taken in isolation, a single ROUGE value is not a direct indication of the summary quality. ROUGE is a comparative measure and must be read and interpreted in this way. More than this, it is important to remember that the summarization task is usually cruel for evaluation, as there is not a unique good summary as reference. Instead, there are many possible summaries for a collection of texts, and this may influence ROUGE results.
For the English evaluation, we used the reference update summaries provided in the TAC 2009 dataset, as it is usually done in the area. For Portuguese, however, as there are not update summaries made by humans in the CSTNews dataset, we applied the automatic evaluation approach that was proposed in [62] , in which the produced summaries are compared to their respective source texts. Louis and Nenkova [62] have shown that the ROUGE evaluation of summaries based on their source texts is a good approximation of evaluations based on human summaries. Therefore, for ROUGE, we compared the produced summaries to their respective source texts that are labeled as collection B.
We show the average scores for two of ROUGE running settings, ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2, which calculate the scores based on unigrams and bigrams overlapping (that are the most used variations), respectively. Furthermore, we applied the same ROUGE parameters 7 that were applied in the TAC conferences.
Once Nouveau-ROUGE is focused on the US task and it requires two collections of reference texts (texts in collections A and B), we used the respective old and new texts for each produced summary. Here, we only report the F-measure score and its respective correlation with Responsiveness (Res) and Pyramid (Pyr) results [27] .
Following what was observed at the DUC and TAC conferences, we produced update summaries based on the extractive approach, in which the systems pick some sentences from the source texts and put them in the output without content changes. Furthermore, all the produced summaries have no more than 100 words, and it was assumed that the reader had already read the old texts in each document set. As we focus in the US task, we present the average evaluation scores for update summaries only, and we do not consider the regular summaries created for collection A.
Besides our two new methods, we performed experiments with the most representative methods of the distinct summarization approaches that were investigated in the US task, as follows: DualSum [37] , which uses a probabilistic topic model; the graph-based algorithms PNR 2 [47] and its variations with distinct setups of the PageRank algorithm [49] ; the ranking functions based on positional features that were proposed by [26] ; and the Novelty-Factor [24] . For Portuguese, we have also performed experiments with the RSumm system [8] , which is among the best systems for Portuguese for general multidocument summarization, not being tailored for the US task. The purpose of this comparison was to show how (in)adequate such general systems are for the US task.
In our experiments with DualSum, we have used the same setups that were adopted in [37] . Thus, we applied the same preprocessing steps, but changed the resources and tools that are language depended. In the topic learning stage, we use the CSTNews-Update dataset in order to identify the general topics, once [37] has also applied the experimented dataset itself. Here, it is important to say that [37] has proposed that this kind of topic may be previously learned in order to reduce the required computational processing time.
We investigate the PageRank [49] algorithm in two different setups that were also used in [47] , the PageRank (A + B) and PageRank (B). In the first one, we use the sentences from the A and B collections in order to build a sentential graph, in which each node is a sentence and each edge indicates the Cosine similarity [48] between two sentences. The second setup has a procedure identical to the first one, but we build the graph with sentences from the collection B only. It is important to notice that, independently of the approach, only sentences from Collection B are used to build the summary. We have also used these two setups in the RSumm method [8] , once it is also based on graph algorithms. However, RSumm was not affected by this, producing the same evaluation scores.
For all the above methods, except for DualSum and KLSum-Sub that internally handle content redundancy, we have used the procedure for redundancy removal that was defined in [8] . For each produced summary, we firstly define as threshold t the average Cosine [48] among all the sentences in the collection B 8 and, after that, we ignore those sentences that have similarity above the threshold with any other sentence that has already been included in the output summary. This strategy of varying threshold (that depends on the test set) is interesting because it may better handle different sceneries. For instance, in collections with very similar texts, the used threshold is higher than in contexts in which there are very distinct texts. Table 2 shows the obtained average evaluation scores for Portuguese. We sort the methods by their F-measure scores for ROUGE-2. We organize the methods in the rows and each evaluation score in the columns. For instance, one may see that our combined method shows 0.426 and 0.329 F-measure values for ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2, respectively.
As we may see, the differences among the scores of some methods are not so high. It probably occurs because some test cases in our dataset have short texts, and we have used a fixed summary length, which is the same used in the DUC and TAC conferences. In general, however, we see that some methods outperform others. Usually, the methods that have more procedures to identify more recent and relevant content present better results, as DualSum, PNR 2 , and Novelty-Factor approaches. It was not expected that the Position-Direct method would outperform many others. However, positional features have been used in many summarization investigations and have presented satisfactory results, being relevant features.
As expected, the RSumm system [8] method produced the worst results, as it is not focused on US, demonstrating that efforts are needed to tackle the summarization task specificities. It is interesting that the other graph methods have presented better results, as PageRank (A+B) and PageRank (B). This probably happens because they were tailored for the US task.
Overall, one may see that our new methods-the combined method and KLSum-Sub -were the methods that produced the most informative summaries, outperforming the literature methods that we investigated in this paper. Our combined approach was the best one, showing that simple features may be very useful to the task. It is interesting that KLSum-Sub was better than DualSum, showing that the use of subtopics does result in positive impact, as some previous tentatives have showed. DualSum was the third one in the evaluation, and this is not totally surprising, as this approach has constantly achieved good results in the area.
Although our dataset is small (which is a usual situation for several NLP tasks for Portuguese) and the results of statistical tests might not be reliable, we have run traditional paired t tests (over ROUGE-two f -measure values). The results showed that the performance differences of our combined method and KLSum-Sub are not statistically significant; however, both of them showed statistical difference to the next one in the rank-DualSum. Our statistical tests also showed that the difference in RSumm performance is also significant in relation to the update methods.
In our experiments, we have also observed that the average ROUGE and Nouveau-ROUGE scores for the investigated methods in the intra-cluster setup is a bit higher than in inter-cluster collections. As we said before, the timestamp differences among the texts that occur in the inter-cluster collections are higher than in the intra-cluster ones, and our results suggest that identifying the most relevant updated content is harder in these situations. Table 3 shows the achieved results for the TAC 2009 dataset, for the English language. It is noticeable that there is great variation in relation to the results for the dataset in Portuguese. This is usual in the area, as the evaluation is very sensitive to the corpus. Nonetheless, our combined method is still the best method and KLSum-Sub performs better than DualSum, confirming our main results for Portuguese.
Directly comparing results across different experiments is unfair, as the evaluation results are very sensitive to the test data and the experiment setup. However, to give an idea to the interested reader of how the state of the art systems perform for the English language, we cite the results of two other well known papers in the area. In [37] , the authors report that the best configuration of DualSum system achieved a ROUGE-2 recall value of 0.092 on a corpus with partial overlap with the one of TAC 2009. In [51] , the 
Final remarks
We introduced an experimental setup and a reference dataset, the CSTNews-Update 9 , that allow the investigation of Update Summarization methods for the Portuguese language. Based on them, we have evaluated the most representative methods of Update Summarization from different approaches, and have also introduced two new methods: a subtopic-enriched version of KLSum and a combined method that takes advantage of other methods. The evaluation scores show that some performance differences are small, but that some methods outperform others, indicating future research directions for US investigation for Portuguese. In particular, our combined method achieved the best results in the evaluation and our variation of KLSum was better than state of the art systems. Finally, we have also performed experiments for English, which confirmed our main results, but shows that there is still room for improvements. Particularly, we believe that the US methods might significantly benefit from some more intelligent/linguistically motivated text representation for the collections of previously known/old/read and new texts, e.g., making use of some kind of semantic representation. More informed methods do exist for summarization, but this is practically an unexplored field for the specific US task.
Two recent advances in the NLP area might be useful for US. In one side, word embeddings might be tested, replacing words in the summarization related computations. Although this is more expensive, it might allow to the methods to incorporate semantics and produce more significant results. More interestingly, explicit semantics might be used, as the recently widely spread Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) graphs [63] , to represent the content of both previously read and new texts, allowing to produce update summaries for the content that is unique to the new texts. Currently, there are large word embedding repositories and AMR-based semantic parsers for both English and Portuguese languages. The existent semantic parsers produce results that are still far from the ideal, but they are fastly evolving and may achieve acceptable performance soon, being then ready for use in US.
Endnotes
1 at http://duc.nist.gov/duc2007/tasks.html 2 More details about the TAC conferences may be found at http://tac.nist.gov. TAC has been held annually since 2008, and the last edition with a summarization track was in 2014.
3 [26] has suggested the use of a small positive real number for λ. We have used λ = 0. 4 It is important to notice that the terms "topic" and "subtopic" that were used here are different of those used in topic models. To avoid confusion, whenever we use the term "subtopic", we will be referring to the definition above of [53, 54] . 5 Normalization is necessary because each method produces sentence scores in different scales. Inside each method, we have normalized its scores for the sentences in a standard way, i.e., dividing each score by the sum of all the scores, making the scores fall in the 0-1 interval.
